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#COCDRPT7S
$2295

#THPTVFM
$2995

#BEPHSPT
$3495

#COCDRPT7M
$3995

#THPTP
$2995

#CHPTRG
$3995

#DIPTMODVD
$4995

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Pro Tools 7 CSI Starter,
by Colin MacQueen

For anyone beginning to use Pro 
Tools for production, this interactive 
CD-ROM gives you the hands-on tips 
you need to be up and running quickly.  
Tutorials not only include functionality, 
but also production techniques, special 
shortcuts, and before and after audio 
examples.  

THOMSON DELMAR
BOOK:
Pro Tools
Power

Pro Tools Power covers loads of
production tips and shortcuts, from 
setting levels, EQ, and compression,
to editing, effects and mastering.
It will enable users to begin recording, 
mixing, and working on post-
production projects in least possible 
amount of time.

BERKLEE PRESS BOOK:
Producing in the Home 
Studio with Pro Tools
Learn how to create great music at 
home with a comprehensive guide that 
teaches you fundamental production 
skills & engineering techniques. With 
a complete explanation of the entire 
production process, you will learn 
everything successful producers & 
engineers need to know to produce 
the highest-quality recordings.

DIGIDESIGN DVD:
Pro Tools Method 
One Training
This DVD is designed to get you familiar 
with all aspects of Pro Tools HD, Pro 
Tools LE, or Pro Tools M-Powered 
systems. A certifi ed Pro Tools expert 
explains the concepts and techniques 
in a simple, straight-forward manner,  
from setting up session templates and 
recording audio to advanced topics, 
such as editing audio & MIDI, working 
with loops, plug-ins and automation.

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Pro Tools 7 CSI Master

Familiar with the basics of Pro Tools?  
This interactive Master edition CD-ROM 
covers all the major topics for polishing 
production skills.  Movie tutorials teach 
advanced production techniques, special 
shortcuts, and use audio examples to 
further deepen user knowledge of
Project Setup, Recording, Editing, 
Virtual Instruments, Synchronization 
and more.

THOMSON DELMAR 
BOOK:
Pro Tools for Video, 
Film and Multimedia
Designed for independent fi lmmakers, music 
engineers, and musicians composing and/or 
producing for fi lm, video and multimedia.  
This extensive guide gives in-depth coverage 
and tips of all aspects of syncing, editing 
and mixing, various fi lm fi le formats, and 
the equipment needed for producing 
professional fi lm and multi-media projects.

CHARLES RIVER MEDIA
Book and CD Rom:
Pro Tools Recording Guide

Quickly learn the ins and outs of 
complete Pro Tools production with 
hands-on, step-by-step tutorials that 
focus on the essential features of the 
program.  From input to output, users 
are guided through every aspect of 
audio production with helpful advice 
on how to handle different situations 
that may arise along the way.

SECRETS OF THE PROS DVD:
Pro Tools Vol. 1

With over 4 hours of expert advice, this 
easy-to-follow DVD tutorial covers LE 
& TDM Pro Tools systems for the Mac 
& PC.  It covers not only the basics 
of setup, but goes much further into 
advanced techniques of recording audio, 
MIDI, editing, mixing & more, all in an 
easy-to-understand detailed manner that 
covers the essentials & trade secrets of 
the pros.

#SEDVDPT
$3995

Books/Tutorials CD-ROMs & DVDs
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COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Logic CSI Starter

This CD-ROM provides almost 3 hours of 
movie tutorials of one of the industry’s 
most intuitive audio creation tools.  
Designed to get beginners up working 
quickly, this interactive training guide
steps you through basic production,
quizzing users along the way.  Topics 
covered include Intro, Set Up, Recording, 
Editing, Mixing and Delivery.

#COCDRLS
$2295

#COCDRDP4S
$2999

#COCDRLM
$3750

#THELTT
$2495

#THMDPP
$3495

THOMSON DELMAR BOOK:
Emagic Logic
Tips and Tricks

Although it’s aimed at experienced Logic 
users, Emagic Logic Tips & Tricks can 
benefi t beginning users through its tips & 
insights into getting the most out of each 
of Logic’s structural elements. Key factory 
commands are covered saving users hours 
of production time & complete chapters cover 
MIDI & audio editing tips, environments, 
DSP, project manager & more.

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Digital Performer 4 
CSI Starter

Digital Performer is an advanced 
Mac-based audio and sequencing 
software.  This interactive CD-ROM is 
ideal for training beginners and more 
advanced users using step-by-step 
tutorials and quizzes focused on the 
major topics of setup, recording, 
mixing and mastering your own CD.

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Sonar 5 CSI Starter

This CD-ROM covers 
the basic production 
development skills  necessary for 
producing music and multi-media 
projects with this powerful
PC-based software.  Tutorials offer 
an easy-to-learn, intuitive learning 
environment covering special
shortcuts, techniques, audio
examples and more.

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Logic CSI Master
Logic is an advanced and powerful 
DAW that needs to be covered 
extensively.  This CD-ROM provides 
exactly that with almost 5 hours 
of movie tutorials. It offers user 
quizzes, covers the initial setup 
and functionality, & then dedicates 
a large portion of time on tips and 
techniques for the more advanced 
users.  A full audio glossary 
included.

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Nuendo CSI Master
Every major topic
of this popular 
recording and
post-production software is
covered in full movie tutorials.  
Suited for beginning and advanced 
users, setup, recording, processing, 
mixing, and mastering techniques 
and tips are covered within a 
unique learning environment.

THOMSON DELMAR BOOK:
Digital Performer Power
Covering Digital Performer 4, this book 
gives users an overview with step-by-step 
instructions of audio & MIDI as well as 
everything needed to optimize this most 
popular Mac-based Digital Audio 
Sequencer.  Plenty of screenshots 
familiarize users with Performer’s setup, 
navigation, audio recording & editing, 
virtual instruments, notation, scoring, 
mixing, mastering & more.

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Sonar 5 CSI Master
This hands-on tutorial 
provides a unique way
to work through
producing a song with this powerful 
software.  It gives you over 4 hours of 
comprehensive movie tutorials with 
periodical quizzes to test your progress.  
Beginning and advanced functionality & 
production  techniques are cover along 
with special shortcuts, key commands 
and before and after audio examples.

#COCDRNM
$3795

#COCDRS5S
$2295

#COCDRS5M
$3995

Books/Tutorials CD-ROMs & DVDs
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#SOPTSF8
$7995

#COCDRAL5M
$3995

#COCDRGS
$2295

#HAGSSW
$2495

#CMIA
$1995

#WAPB1
$6000

#HASRHB
$3495

#PEVQSR3
$2199

SONY MEDIA SOFTWARE DVD: 
Sound Forge 8
These DVDs provide you with the best 
and most qualifi ed hands-on experience 
available for learning Sound Forge 8 
software. Authored by the same people 
who wrote the software, this unique 
system provides you not only with a 
guided and interactive tour through 
the program, but also with the content 
you’ll need to get the most out of this 
experience. 

PEARSON EDUCATION BOOK:
Reason 3 
for Win/MAC

This tutorial book covers every aspect of the 
Reason 3 virtual rack plug-in.  All the 
essentials are covered, including the sound 
banks, rear-rack cabling, effects, its 
polyphonic synthesizer, drum machine, 
sampler, mixer and more, all presented in 
simple step-by-step instructions with plenty 
of visual aids to get you going quickly.

COOL BREEZE CD-ROM:
Garage Band
CSI Starter
This CD-ROM provides almost 3 hours of 
movie tutorials of one of the industry’s 
most intuitive audio creation tools.  
Designed to get beginners up working 
quickly, this interactive training guide steps 
you through basic production, quizzing
users along the way.  Topics covered 
include Intro, Set Up, Recording, Editing, 
Mixing &  Delivery.

HAL LEONARD BOOK:

Yamaha Guide to Sound 
Reinforcement Handbook
Considered the ultimate source on live 
and installed sound, this book covers all 
aspects of designing and running sound 
systems for public address & musical 
performance.  It covers audio theory, its 
practical applications, and full 
explanations of the equipment utilized in 
the creation and maintenance of basic or 
professional sound systems.

CMP BOOKS:
Instant Acid
This Instant series guide uses
carefully detailed screenshots 
and step-by-step directions to 
detail how you can use ACID in 
a concise, time-effi cient way. 
Beginning with a review of the 
fundamental concepts, you get 
a complete guide to loop-based 
music including advanced 
looping techniques, methods to 
create your own loops, as well as a grab bag full of valuable tips and tricks.

COOL-BREEZE CD-ROM:
Abelton Live 5
CSI Master
This interactive CD-ROM takes you 
through more than 4 hours of tutorials, 
from basic setup and functionality to more 
advanced mixing & quencing functions.  
The added features of Live 5 are
thoroughly covered in movie and quiz 
form, testing your overall comprehension 
of this powerful & innovative sequencer 
instrument.

WAVES BOOK AND CD’S:

Production, Mixing,
Mastering:
The Waves Production Book 1

Master the signal processing techniques 
and learn the tricks for professional 
production In on temporary musical styles, 
Including R&B, Country, Rock, Alternative 
and Urban.  This interactive CD provides 
professionally mixed songs to dissect and 
remix step-by-step.

HAL LEONARD BOOK: 
Yamaha Guide to Sound 
Systems for Worship
For everyone involved in church 
sound, this guide provides all the 
basic information to assist in the 
design, purchase and operation of a 
system.  Everything you need to know 
about the layout, choosing the right 
microphones, speaker setup, mixing, 
troubleshooting and more is covered 
in easy-to-understand language.

Books/Tutorials CD-ROMs & DVDs
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VASST DVD:
Introduction to 
DVD Architect 2

Learn to burn DVD’s
like a pro.  This DVD 
introduces the basic 
required application tools for
defi ning your own DVD menus, 
importing backgrounds, effectively 
using subtitling, audio tracks,
chapter markers and more.

#VAIDVDA
$5999

#MCMHBAP
$3995

#BEADW
$1995

#PIPL
$8995

# ILBTGTMO
$7495

#ORPH
$2495

ILIO BOOK:
The Guide to
MIDI Orchestration
The Guide to MIDI Orchestration was written 
to help composers working with MIDI 
and samples to produce realistic-sounding 
compositions. It is an easy to read book that 
includes hundreds of screen shots, notated 
examples and graphics, all intended to 
provide a roadmap that will lead the reader 
through the complex tasks necessary for him 
produce exceptionally realistic arrangements. 

BERKLEE PRESS BOOK:
Arranging in the
Digital World
This book is full of tips and tricks for 
beginning MIDI composers who want create 
inspired digital arrangements.  A variety of 
contemporary styles are covered including 
pop, jazz, country, Latin, gospel and more. 
Step-by-step sequencing, production & 
instrument arranging techniques are all
covered along with more than 50
sequenced MIDI examples.

O’REILLY DIGITAL MEDIA 
BOOK:
Podcasting Hacks
Tips and Tools for
Blogging out Loud 

This book offers tips and tricks for 
transmitting & receiving audio content 
via the internet with ease.  Both entry 
level and advanced topics are covered for 
aspiring podcasters.  Learn to create quality 
sound, use the right software, edit your 
audio & ultimately, build an audience.
It’s a true bloggers source guide.

VAAST DVD:
Acid for 
Non-Linear 
Editors
With over three hours of content, 
this DVD contains all the necessary 
information needed to score and
compose with this revolutionary
loop-based music production software.
It covers everything from the hardware 
setup and creation of your own 
loops, to full production processing 
and re-mixing.

MCGRAW-HILL BOOK:
Master Handbook
of Audio Production 
For a comprehensive education on audio 
production, this all-in-one handbook details 
the essential equipment, recording methods, 
and digital signal processing techniques 
required.  Learn to set up your own full-service 
studio, make high-quality recordings that 
utilize the full range of current audio tech-
niques, and get the background you need in 
sound and acoustics.

SECRETS OF THE PROS DVD
The Basics of Modern
Recording and Mixing
This 2-DVD set leads you step-by-step through the 
often mystifying details of setting up your studio, 
recording, and mixing. With over three hours of
information, these DVDs will take you through
standard methods of audio engineering that have 
been refi ned over decades by the experts.
Find out how the best in the music business
make world-class records, and learn how you 
can take advantage of their expert knowledge 
to get pro results every time.

PIANO LOGIG DVD:
Piano Logic DVD
by Patty Carlson

Highly recommended for all ages, 
The Piano Logic DVD teaches, in 
simple terms, the vocabulary of music 
as a language.  It allows them to 
understand how a composer uses 
the music vocabulary to write famous 
songs, apply it to their own songs, 
and then play the arrangements and 
compositions in multiple styles.

#VAA
$7999

#SEDVDMRM
$3995

Books/Tutorials CD-ROMs & DVDs
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SOUND IDEAS
Series 2000
The Sound Ideas Series 2000 
Library is a 22 CD collection 
of digitally recorded 
& mastered stereo 
sound effects. This 
general SFX library set 
the standard for digital 
sound effects production 
worldwide, providing a wide palette of high quality effects, Foley 
sounds & ambiences for multimedia and broadcast applications.

#SOS2000G
$49500

#SOS10000A3
$42000

#SOTL
$19900

#SOPS1
$19900

#SOS6000G
$129500

#SOSSDS1000
$24995

#SOCB
$19900

SONY
Studios Sound 
FX Series Vol 1-5

Sony Pictures Sound Effects Series 
Volumes 1-5 is a collection of 1,200 
high-quality effects in various lengths 
and styles delivered in convenient .  
WAV format. This 5CD library is taken 
from the vaults of Sony Pictures 
Entertainment, and is ideal for 
multimedia, video post production 
& broadcast applications.

SOUND IDEAS
The Library
The Library Sound Effect Collection 
is a versatile six CD collection that 
provides over 500
general sound 
effects at a very 
affordable price.
This all purpose
collection includes a diverse 
selection of royalty free sounds, making it a great starter library for 
multimedia, presentation & broadcast post production applications.

SOUND IDEAS
Crash & Burn 
Crash & Burn is a 
two CD collection 
of over 400 sound 
effects that offers an 
impressive selection 
of destructive sounds 
and sequences. This 
comprehensive library 
includes: explosions, disasters, window breaks & glass smashes, body 
falls/ body hits, rumbles, blasts, guns, bullets and a host of other 
sounds of chaos and destruction.

SOUND IDEAS
Series 6000
The Series 6000 
“The General” 
Sound Effect Library 
is a huge,40 CD 
collection of more
than 7,500 royalty free 
sound effects (more than
50 hrs of recorded sound). 
It offers a broad spectrum of sound clips including 
long ambient tracks from around the world, Foley sounds, & some truly 
spectacular audio from four award-winning sound designers.

SOUND IDEAS
Series 10,000
The 14 CD Ambience III 
sound effect collection 
provides 300 full
length ambience 
tracks collected from 
28 different countries 
&national regions. 5 CDs 
are dedicated to New York City, including a comprehensive selection 
of backgrounds, ambiences and signature sounds. This library packs 
in a total of 850 minutes of exceptional ambience sound effects.

DIGITAL JUICE
Sound FX Library
The Digital Juice Sound FX Library is a 
comprehensive collection of audio effects 
Produced by renowned industry-veteran 
sound designers & distributed at 24-
bit/96kHz resolutions. It uses a keyword 
searchable index to navigate 10,000 
sounds that and divided into more than 
170 categories. This powerful library is 
ideal for audio/video post production 
applications.

SOUND IDEAS
Power Surge 1-2 
Power Surge 1 is a two CD 
collection of 319 high energy 
sci-fi  sound effects, ambi-
ences, & alternate realities. 
This unique library of sounds 
includes: electrical sparks arcs 
& zaps, crashes,smashes, hits & punches, large impacts, 
guns, helicopters, electronic beeps & buttons, telemetry and com-
puters, a full range of explosions, weather and natural disasters.
Power Surge 2 #SOPS2 .....................................................$199.00

#DISFX
$59900

Sound Effects Libraries
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SOUND IDEAS
BBC Sound Effects Library
Original Series

The Library is a 40 CD collection that offers 
a wide selection of sound clips recorded by 
BBC’stop engineers. It includes a full
complement of exterior atmospheres,
household, interior backgrounds,comedy,
fantasy, humor, communications, water, industry, cars, hospitals, equestrian 
events, livestock, agricultural machinery, horses, dogs, schools and crowds.

The BBC Sound Effects Library-2nd Edition 20 CD 
 #SOBBC4160 ...........................................................................$345.00

#SOBBC140
$49500

#ULXTREMEFX
$27995

#SOECDVD
$69500

#SOMSCC
$119500

#SOUS
$17995

#SOTML
$39500

SOUND IDEAS
Universal Studios 
The Universal Studios Sound Effects Library is fi ve 
CD collection comprised of over 1000 classic 
sound clips, straight from the heart of 
some of Universal Studios’ 
most famous and timeless 
feature fi lm presentations.  
This amazing collection 
provides a large selection of 
top quality effects ideal for a wide 
variety of creative applications.

SOUND IDEAS
Elements Café 
DVD combo 

The Elements Café all-in-one collection 
is a single DVD ROM that contains the 
complete contents of all 10 Elements 
Café CDs (more than 3,500 production 
elements in all). The production
elements are provided as 16-bit/ 
44.1kHz broadcast wav fi les, and this 
DVD disc also contains a fully functional 
SuperSearch catalog for the complete collection.

SOUND IDEAS
Captain Audio
Captain Audio is a 
collection of 450 
sound effects in 
16-bit/ 44.1kHz 
stereo wav fi le 
format on CD ROM. 
It is ideal for web site 
development,fi lm & broadcast applications, multimedia presentations; 
providing a wide variety of both fantasy and real life sounds. These 
web-ready audio fi les can be used on both Windows 
and Macintosh systems.

SONOMIC
Library Card
The Library card allows 
users to download either 
50 samples or 20 sound 
effects from over 250,000 
sounds available on 
Sonomic’s comprehensive 
website.  The websites 
intuitive search engine, can 
audition and download the 
required clips. Sample libraries available include: Zero G, Sound Ideas, 
Universal Sound Bank, Q up Arts, Sampleheads and more.

#SOLC
$2995

ULTIMATE SOUND BANK
X-treme FX library
X-Treme FX is an 8 gigabytes virtual 
instrument dedicated to sound effects, 
foleys-atmosphericsounds It offers sound 
designers over 5000 presets & the ability 
to work faster than ever powerful sound 
shaping tools (layers, fi lters, envelopes, 
LFOs) and effects. Sound categories 
include: atmospheres, scenes, unreal, 
science-fi ction, sub & drones, natural, 
urban, foleys and musical.

SOUND IDEAS
Turner Music Library 
The Turner Production Music 
Library is a 15 CD collection 
of professional quality royalty 
free music, exclusively 
distributed by Sound Ideas. 
It covers an incredible variety 
of musical styles & selections, 
in eight production music 
categories using over fi fty world class composers. It includes fully 
orchestrated themes, signatures, logos, openers, underscores.

SOUND IDEAS
Original Mix 
Signature Collection 
The Original Mix Signature 
Collection is a 24 CD bundle 
that includes 12 royalty free 
production music libraries 
(380 themes, 1480 tracks). It 
includes: Rock Mix, Eazy Rock, 
Corporate Mix, Sports Mix, Eazy
Listening Mix, Lite & Easy Mix, New Age Mix,
Country Mix, Lite Jazz Mix, Jazz Mix Jazz, Classical Mix, Holiday Mix.

#SOCA
$2500

Sound FX/Production Music


